Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) attempts tip sheet - COVID-19
This is a scary time, and we have not seen anything like it in over 100 years. The country and world are facing large numbers of very
sick people. The people most likely to become severely ill from COVID-19 are older adults and those with underlying medical
conditions like diabetes, heart disease, lung disease or cancer.
Because of the current pandemic, it is an important time to decide about what you would want for yourself or your loved one with
underlying medical conditions. Our goal is to help patients and families make informed decisions about their care preferences.

Serious health information to support informed decision making
Most COVID-19 hospitalizations are due to problems breathing and people can
become seriously ill very fast.
Due to the aggressive nature of COVID-19, it may lead to cardiac arrest.
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) is an intervention that is unfortunately
not very effective in cases of critical illness in the intensive care unit and the
chance of success with CPR is limited. In one study, people who have critical
illness and are in the intensive care unit - 2 out of 100 will survive attempts at
CPR

Things to Consider
People often have thoughts about attempts at CPR.



Some people say, “I would like to get CPR if I can.”
Others may say, “I have lived a good life and do not want attempts at
CPR. I prefer to allow a natural death. Focus on my comfort.”

No matter your decision, our number one priority is always relieving pain and
suffering.
Your medical team wants to know what you want.
This is only a discussion guide for you, your family and your healthcare provider.
You or your decision-maker can change your mind at any time.

What are my options?
If you become sick with COVID-19 or suspected COVID-19, what would you want?

□ I do NOT want attempts at resuscitation. Please ensure proper documents or orders are completed.
□ I WANT attempts at resuscitation. I am aware that due to the extreme circumstances, attempts at CPR may not be
offered. *
*The availability of hospital beds or emergency equipment such as life support machines/ventilators is not
guaranteed. These are unusual times. In spite of the COVID-19 virus, it is the goal of healthcare providers to honor
your informed preferences and manage breathing problems, anxiety and other symptoms. Strong efforts are being
made to ensure emergency equipment and beds are available; ethics experts are involved in the processes as well.
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